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Abstract—Impedance cardiography~ICG! offers a safe, non-
invasive, and inexpensive method to track stroke volume e
mates over long periods of time. Several modified ICG m
surement configurations have been suggested where
convenience or improved performance the standard band e
trodes are replaced with electrocardiogram electrodes. This
port assesses the sensitivity of the conventional and three m
fied ICG methods in detecting regional conductivity changes
the simulated human thorax. The theoretical analyses of
measurement sensitivity employ the reciprocity theorem
the lead field theory with a highly detailed, anatomically acc
rate, three-dimensional computer thorax model. This mode
based on the finite-difference element method and the U
National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Man anatom
data. The results obtained indicate that the conventional fo
band ICG is not specifically sensitive to detect conductiv
changes in the region of the heart, aortas, and lungs. Analy
modified electrode configurations do not reproduce exactly
measurement sensitivity distribution of the conventional fo
band ICG. Thus, although the signals measured with modi
spot arrangements may appear similar to the four-band con
ration, the distribution of the signal origin may not be th
same. Changing from band to spot electrodes does not o
come the methodological problems associated with IC
© 1998 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@S0090-6964~98!00405-6#

Keywords—Modeling, Cardiography, Impedance, Electrod
Bioelectromagnetism.

INTRODUCTION

Measurement of thoracic electrical impedance h
been practiced since the 1930s.1 The first practical
method for determination of cardiac function in a clinic
setting was introduced by Kubicek and co-workers in
1960s, together with the original stroke volume~SV!
formula based on elementary physics.13,14,18 Since the
functioning of the heart is obviously partly responsib
for variations in the electrical impedance signal, ma
investigators have developed and formulated calcula
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methods for SV derived from this periodi
change.2,13,17,18,24,25This report assesses the sensitivity
the conventional and three modified impedance cardi
raphy ~ICG! methods in detecting regional conductivi
changes in the simulated human thorax. In ICG, it is
real pumping action of the heart and other mechan
events in the cardiovascular system which contribute
the measured signal, and not the electrical functioning
the heart as in electrocardiography.

The major problem in cardiovascular impedance m
surements is the inability to relate accurately the m
sured impedance wave forms to the actual mechan
activity of the heart and subsequent blood volum
changes occurring in it. Because the theoretical basis
ICG systems remains controversial, their acceptance
strongly relied on empirical validation. Fuller reviewe
75 studies comparing ICG-derived cardiac output as
tablished by the Kubiceket al.13 and Sramek24 methods
with thermodilution, dye dilution, the Fick technique
and radionuclear angiography, finding the mea
weighted correlation coefficient (r ) to be 0.81.4 How-
ever, according to a report by the U.S. Public Hea
Service, the range ofr for various studies was from only
0.17 to 1.0.7 The methodological difficulties evidently
sometimes responsible for poor correlations discour
utilization of the impedance methods even though m
results strongly support them. This would suggest t
the models underlying the development of ICG metho
ology have not been sufficiently realistic.

Numerous suggestions for alternative electrode po
tioning are described in the literature.2,9,21,22,27,28,30The
goal in these empirical undertakings has often been
achievement of the conventional ICG wave form o
tained with Kubicek’s four-band electrode system b
with simpler and more convenient electrode settings.

The origin of the ICG signal has been investigated
a number of studies using resistive properties of
human thorax and computer modeling.12,20,26,29The po-
tential of the ICG leads to detect resistivity changes
the volume conductor can be obtained by changing
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695Sensitivity Distribution Analysis of ICG
conductivity values of the constructed model and th
calculating the subsequent difference in basal impeda
With this procedure, the ability of a lead to detect t
total conductivity changes generated in specific regi
can be calculated. However, to the best of our kno
edge, no studies have been published in which the s
sitivity of ICG measurement to detect conductivi
changes in different tissues and organs had been
lyzed in the entire area of the thorax giving the sensit
ity distribution of the measurement; rather, the contrib
tion from conductivity or geometry changes in som
regions of the thorax has been estimated and modele
is difficult to decide what quantitative changes in diffe
ent conductivities are brought about as a result of card
function and how to simulate them accurately.

A detailed, anatomically accurate finite-difference
ement method~FDM! computer model of the huma
thorax and head was developed as part of an effor
understand the formation and source of the ICG sign
The reciprocity theorem and the lead field theory6,16 were
used to determine the ICG measurement sensitivity
tribution in the whole modeled volume. The lead fie
theory and reciprocity theorem provide a means of
taining and investigating in detail the sensitivity of th
ICG measurement, and yield information as to how d
ferent regions contribute to the basal impedance and
conductivity changes in a certain region affect the tim
varying component. The goal was to establish how s
sitive ICG measurements are to detect regional cond
tivity changes occurring in different tissues and organs
the human thorax. Four ICG configurations were sim
lated and analyzed using the FDM model. In addition
the conventional four-band electrode arrangement, a
native spot electrode configurations suggested by Pen
et al.,22 Woltjer et al.,28 and Bernstein2 were simulated
and analyzed.

METHODS

Computational Approach

In the frequency range generally used in ICG, t
human body can be conceived of as a piecewise, ho
geneous, and resistive system, neglecting the reac
effects of the body.16 If it is also assumed that the thora
is a source-free region, that the magnetic fields in it
negligible, and that the current flow normal to the bo
surface is zero except under the electrodes, then
governing equation of the electrical properties of t
human body is the generalized Laplace equation. In
orthogonal Cartesian coordinate system, this equatio

]
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where F is potential andsx , sy , and sz are the con-
ductivities in the x, y, and z directions, respectively
throughout the thorax. This form of the Laplace equati
is uniquely solved by setting body surface points in co
tact with the electrodes to the set potential to drive
solution.

To discretize and utilize Eq.~1! in the naturally
shaped torso geometry, numerical methods such as
finite-difference, finite-element~FEM!, and boundary-
element methods~BEM! are widely used.11 Of these,
FDM offers an easy method to code and implement
complicated structures of the human thorax. Furth
FDM gives the solution at all elements in the mod
providing detailed information on simulated field distr
butions. The major drawback in this approach is the h
demand it makes on computational resources as
model, if accurate, contains several hundreds of th
sands of elements.

Visible Human Man Data and Model Construction

To yield useful information, the FDM model mus
employ the anatomy of actual human structures. W
therefore employed a particularly accurate source of a
tomical data, the U.S. National Library of Medicine
Visible Human Project, which provides complete, an
tomically highly detailed representations of the male h
man body.15 Transverse computed tomography, magne
resonance, and unique cryosection images of a repre
tative adult cadaver are available, forming a viable pl
form for model constructions and experiments. The V
ible Human Man cryosection data set comprises 18
images of a male cadaver at 1 mm intervals. The origi
cryosection images are 2048 by 1216 pixels in 24-
color, resulting in about 14 gigabytes of data in size.
total of 118 images from the top of the head to the pel
were selected for postprocessing and model construct
For data storage and image analysis the accuracy of
images was reduced to 2503250 pixels using an 8-bit
gray scale color map. This accuracy was sufficient
modeling purposes.

The selected 118 images were segmented usin
modified image enhancement, amplitude segmentat
region growing, decision tree~IARD! volume segmenta-
tion method which directly provides volume elements
anatomy data for FDM mesh generation.8 Optional low-
pass filtering, multiple amplitude segmentations, reg
growing, and decision trees were applied for the se
automatic segmentation procedure. Additional man
editing allowed classification of the smallest details.

All structures visible in the reduced-accuracy da
were segmented, resulting in 28 classified tissue type
presented in Table 1. The total number of identifi
voxels @three-dimensional~3D! volume elements#was
approximately 4,000,000. Spatial resolution in media
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696 KAUPPINEN, HYTTINEN, and MALMIVUO
lateral and anterior–posterior directions was appro
mately 1.7 mm/pixel while in the cranial–caudal dire
tion, based on the slice numbers selected for the mo
construction, resolution varied from 4 to 30 mm. As
example, a postprocessed 250 by 250 8-bit transve
cryosection image and a segmented image are show
Fig. 1. The 3D reconstruction of the model surface
seen in Fig. 2.

Equation~1! was discretized for FDM calculation us
ing hexahedral~cubic! elements describing the anatom
structures of the thorax and head. Each element
assigned a resistivity value for the corresponding tis
based on previous studies;5,23,26 the values are listed in
Table 1. A large, sparse system of linear equations
scribing the potentials throughout the conductive mo
was set up using Ohm’s and Kirchoff’s laws at ea
node. Each equation described the potential at one
crete node as a function of the potentials at the adjac
nodes. To keep the number of elements in the mode
a manageable level with the available resources,
maximum accuracy of the segmented data was not u
A nonuniform rectangular grid was used to approxim

TABLE 1. Resistivity values used in the model study „Refs.
5, 23, and 26….

Organ/tissue resistivity (V cm)

Air 1010

Skeletal muscle 400
Fat 2000
Bone 2000
Skull 17,760
Gray matter, white matter 222
Stomach 400
Liver 600
Left lung, right lung 1325
Heart muscle 450
Heart fat 2000
Blood massesa 150
Other tissues and organs 460

aClassified blood masses include left atrium, right atrium, left
ventricle, right ventricle, aortic arch, ascending aorta, descend-
ing aorta, superior vena cava, inferior vena cava, carotid artery,
jugular vein, pulmonary artery, pulmonary vein, other blood.
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the segmented data, reducing the number of volume
elements to 477,611. The resolution of these eleme
ranged from 0.011 cm3 in the region of the heart to
0.78 cm3 further from the heart. The resulting syste
with selected boundary conditions, i.e., electrode c
figurations, was solved using an iterative success
over-relaxation method.10

Calculation of ICG Sensitivity Distribution

The ability of an ICG lead system to detect condu
tivity changes in various tissues and organs, i.e.,
sensitivity distribution, can be obtained by using volum
conductor analysis involving the lead field theory a
reciprocal energization of leads.6,16 Each cell, organ, and
tissue makes its contribution to the formation of t
impedance signal. With the lead field method these c
tributions can be taken into account and simulated sim
taneously. According to Geselowitz,6 the measured im-
pedance changeDZ can be evaluated from the change
conductivity within a volume conductorDs and the sen-
sitivity distribution S by

DZ5E
n

1

Ds
S dn. ~2!

The measurement sensitivityS is obtained by first deter-
mining the current field generated by a unit current a
plied to the current injection electrodes. This curre
field in the volume conductor forms the lead field of th
current injection electrodes. The second lead field is th
obtained by calculating the current field produced by
reciprocally injected unit current between the volta
measurement electrodes. These two current fields, or
fields, form the combined sensitivity field of the ICG
measurement as follows:

S5JLE•JLI , ~3!
FIGURE 1. Example of a reduced-
accuracy transversal cryosection image
together with the resultant segmented
image.
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FIGURE 2. Placement of the electrodes
on the surface of the FDM model. „a… The
conventional band, „b… four-spot, „c…
eight-spot, and „d… nine-spot electrode
configurations. Locations of black spots
are used for current injection and white
spots for voltage detection in actual mea-
surements.
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whereS is the scalar field giving the sensitivity to con
ductivity changes at each location in the model,JLI is
the lead field produced by current excitation electrod
and JLE the lead field produced by the reciprocal en
gization of voltage measurement leads.6,16 Thus, sensitiv-
ity at each location depends solely on the angle a
magnitude of the two fields and can be either positi
negative, or null; e.g., in a region of null sensitivit
slight changes in conductivity are not sensed, while
creasing conductivity in a region of negative sensitiv
will result in increasing impedance. The overall sensit
ity of any tissue type in contributing to the measur
basal signal is obtained by integrating the sensitiv
values of the tissue over the volume it occupies. T
sensitivity value can be compared with the total sen
tivity of the model to obtain a quantitative measure
the tissue type contributing to the basal impedance
measurement sensitivity. Predictions as to how the tim
varying signal is composed can be based on this in
mation. For example, if the heart produces 6% of
total sensitivity and basal impedance, then a 10%
crease in heart conductivity would yield an appro
mately 0.6% decrease in the impedance reading. If
heart conductivity is decreased, then the impedance
nal will be increased. Thus, approximations of quanti
tive changes occurring in different regions are n
needed to obtain the sensitivity distribution of any im
pedance measurement system. This is the substantia
ture in the reciprocal energization of leads and utilizat
of the lead field theory.

Simulation of ICG Measurement Configurations

Simulations were conducted to obtain the basal
pedanceZ0 , lead fields in the thorax generated by t
current and the measurement leadsJLI andJLE , and the
resulting measurement sensitivity distributionS for four
different ICG electrode configurations:

~a! original configuration by Kubiceket al. using four
band electrodes;13
-

-

~b! configuration by Penneyet al. using four spot
electrodes;22

~c! configuration by Bernstein using eight sp
electrodes;2

~d! configuration proposed by Woltjeret al. using nine
spot electrodes.28

Figure 2 illustrates the approximate locations of t
electrodes for each case shown on the surface of
developed FDM model. In the original Kubicek syste
@Fig. 2~a!#, circumferential band electrodes were appl
around the ends of the thorax. Outer, current inject
electrodes, and inner voltage sensing electrodes, w
located at the lower stomach and upper neck. The
tances in the model between the potential and curr
electrodes on the neck and stomach were 3.2 and 6.4
respectively. In Penney’s configuration@Fig. 2~b!#, two
electrodes were placed at the base of the neck cent
about C-7 and laterally 6 cm apart. Another two we
located below the heart on the left anterolateral ch
surface, one at the end of the ninth intercostal space
the other 8 cm from the first in the tenth intercos
space. The current was injected between the electrod
the right of the neck and that at the end of the nin
intercostal space. The voltage was measured between
remaining pair. In Bernstein’s system@Fig. 2~c!#, eight
laterally placed spot electrodes were used. Two curr
injection electrodes were positioned at the base of
neck and another two on the abdomen 5 cm from
xiphoid of the sternum. The voltage pickup electrod
were placed at the level of the xiphisternal joint and 4
cm below the upper current electrodes. In Woltjer’s co
figuration @Fig. 2~d!#, four current injection spot elec
trodes were placed on the abdomen 20 cm from
xiphoid of the sternum and one on the forehead. T
voltage electrodes were placed laterally 15 cm crania
from the abdominal current electrodes and another
laterally on each side of the glottis.
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RESULTS

Table 3 presents the main results of the compu
simulations. Sensitivity distributions are visualized
Fig. 4. The calculated basal impedances for each case
given in Table 2. The total volume of the model w
60.9l. The volume of the blood masses and the he
muscle was 0.94l~1.54%!. The relative contribution o
the blood masses, heart muscle, and lungs toZ0 are
summed at the end of Table 3. Together these tiss
occupied 4.36l~7.16%! of the total model volume.

A complete list of contributions from each organ a
tissue to the basal impedance and measurement sen
ity is given in Table 3. None of the setups was spec
cally sensitive to detect resistivity changes in the reg
of the blood masses, heart muscle, or lungs. More t
55% of the measurement sensitivity was concentrate
the skeletal muscle, which also occupied the largest v

TABLE 2. Simulated Z0 for each electrode configuration.

Electrode configuration Z0 (V)

Conventional 26.3
Four spot 32.7
Eight spot 28.5
Nine spot 34.3
e

s

v-

ume in the model. The total contribution from the ve
tricles, aortas, carotid artery, and jugular vein in cas
1–4 was 3.06%, 2.36%, 3.66%, and 3.39%, respectiv

Relative contributions from tissues and organs gen
ally considered important in the genesis of an ICG sig
are compared against the conventional band electr
configuration in Fig. 3. The four-spot configuration w
over 60% more sensitive as the others in detecting c
ductivity changes occurring in the heart, atria, and ve
tricles. On the other hand, it was almost 60% less s
sitive in the case of changes occurring in the vessels
the neck region. Using the eight-spot electrodes the s
sitivity was concentrated more on the carotid artery a
jugular vein, vena cavas, and aortas, and less on o
blood masses. The nine-spot configuration likewise p
duced higher sensitivities in the same regions as
eight-spot configuration. Only in the lungs was a slig
decrease in sensitivity detected. Generally, difference
sensitivities from the band electrode setup were mai
due to more nonuniform lead field flow lines close to t
electrodes as well as deeper in the thorax. This is furt
illustrated in the frontal and transversal sensitivity im
ages shown in Fig. 4. Sensitivity at the midfrontal pla
was most uniform with the band setting and least u
form with the eight-spot setting. Using the band ele
trodes the transversal sensitivity image showed a sign
TABLE 3. The total contribution „%… from each tissue type and organ to the simulated basal
value of impedance and measurement sensitivity distribution. The relative contribution from

all blood masses, heart muscle, and lungs is given at the end of the table.

Organ/tissue Conventional Four-spot Eight-spot Nine-spot

Skeletal muscle 67.0 56.9 63.3 62.0
Fat 9.95 18.0 11.0 11.9
Bones 3.41 2.72 2.72 2.70
Brain 0.045 0.026 0.047 0.522
Stomach 0.970 2.65 0.732 2.11
Liver 1.59 2.73 1.16 3.05
Left lung 4.64 5.37 4.77 4.13
Right lung 4.15 3.50 4.23 3.96
Heart muscle 0.868 1.54 0.933 0.906
Heart fat 0.296 0.426 0.293 0.292
Left atrium 0.069 0.107 0.071 0.068
Right atrium 0.599 0.644 0.616 0.613
Left ventricle 0.051 0.105 0.055 0.052
Right ventricle 0.413 0.864 0.376 0.393
Aortic arch 0.266 0.202 0.296 0.255
Ascending aorta 0.175 0.157 0.189 0.172
Descending aorta 0.227 0.237 0.246 0.248
Superior vena cava 0.361 0.291 0.405 0.368
Inferior vena cava 0.222 0.174 0.312 0.388
Carotid artery 0.340 0.169 0.311 0.294
Jugular vein 1.59 0.629 2.19 1.97
Pulmonary artery 0.291 0.308 0.301 0.272
Pulmonary vein 0.124 0.141 0.125 0.116
Other blood 0.821 0.675 0.394 0.747
Other tissues and organs 1.49 1.22 4.84 2.31

( of contrib. from blood, heart, and lungs 15.2 15.1 15.8 15.0
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699Sensitivity Distribution Analysis of ICG
cant source of signal from the posterior side of t
thorax. The four-spot configuration caused a more c
centrated current flow in the left side of the thora
which increased the sensitivity on that side.

FIGURE 3. Changes in the relative contribution from some
organs and tissues occurring when replacing conventional
band with spot electrode configurations. The total change
given includes only the tissue types shown in the graph.
DISCUSSION

The results obtained with the simulation study emph
sized the multiregional sampling sensitivity and inform
tion content of the measured impedance signal. Wh
results given in Table 3 quantify the theoretical form
tion of Z0 and the subsequent measurement sensiti
distribution, uncertainty remains as to how conductiv
varies throughout the thorax during the cardiac cyc
Sensitivity distributions only give a tool to approxima
how certain conductivity change affects the measu
DZ signal. Furthermore, the simulations were conduc
only on a simplified and idealized volume conduct
model constructed from cryosection images based on
individual representing one time instant of the card
cycle. It thus had its limitations. During the cardia
cycle, geometrical, dielectric, and resistivity changes
fect the electrical properties of the thorax as a volu
conductor. These periodic changes must to some de
alter the spatial sensitivity of any ICG measureme
Wang and Patterson studied the geometrical changes
tween systole and diastole on the ICG signal and fou
FIGURE 4. Midfrontal and transversal views of sensitivity field distributions. „a… Conventional band, „b… four-spot, „c… eight-spot,
and „d… nine-spot configurations. Zero sensitivity is indicated with black color, positive sensitivities are visualized with a hot
color map, and negative with a cool color map. Average sensitivity values at viewing planes were used to scale the color map
range for each case to obtain added brightness.
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700 KAUPPINEN, HYTTINEN, and MALMIVUO
them to be large but balanced so that the net effec
changes was small.26 In addition to the static geometr
of the model, the resistivity values of living tissues a
not constant, readily determined quantities, but rat
vary depending on many factors. The tissue resistiv
values used in the model study were average va
based on the literature, while real values may vary s
nificantly from subject to subject. Anisotrophy of tissu
conductivity was not included in the model. This ma
have affected the analysis since, e.g., the ratio of tra
verse and longitudinal resistivities of skeletal mus
may be about 6.3,5 Also, the volume of the subcutaneou
fat tissue was relatively large~34.5% of the model vol-
ume!, affecting the current flow in the thorax and t
resulting sensitivity distributions.

Table 3 shows that cardiac-related changes in the
rax had contributions from, e.g., the heart, all blo
vessels, and the lungs. It is the actual conductivity a
volume changes occurring in tissues and organs that
tribute to the time-varying impedance signal during t
cardiac cycle. It should thus be noted, e.g., that it
unlikely that more than 55% of the time-varying sign
originates from the skeletal muscle even though t
amount of measurement sensitivity originates in it. T
contribution from any tissue type toDZ depends solely
on the conductivity changes occurring in the tissue m
tiplied by its sensitivity proportion. Low-conducting tis
sues such as fat had no significant contribution to
base-line signals, but they directed the lead fields, cha
ing the origin of the time-varying impedance signal. O
data suggest that ICG was not highly selective in m
suring conductivity changes directly in the region of t
heart, aorta, and lungs as assumed in the original de
opment. The capacity of ICG to measure specifica
e.g., the function of the right ventricle was 0.4%–0.9
of the total measurement sensitivity, while 4.7%–6.0
of the sensitivity originated from all the blood masse
and 8.1%–9.0% from the lungs.

Using ICG for measuring the SV by the convention
methods involves many assumptions and models w
gross simplifications. Several studies have suggested
spot electrode configurations may be used instead
band electrodes to obtain the same signal as with
latter. For example, the four- and nine-spot configu
tions investigated in this study employed only two ele
trodes on the neck. However, changing the electr
configuration altered the current fields inside the thor
Changing from either the conventional or eight-spot co
figuration to the four- or nine-spot configuration in
creased the basal value of the impedance signal. T
manifests the importance of the vessels in the neck
gion close to the electrodes which provide a conduct
pathway directing lead fields more to the center region
the thorax. Changing from the band to the eight-
nine-spot array concentrated the measurement sensit
-

-

-

-

-

t
f

-

y

slightly more on the regions of the large blood vesse
for instance, the jugular vein, raising the sensitivity in
from 1.59% to 2.19% and 1.97%, respectively. On t
other hand, using the four-spot configuration, the sen
tivity was decreased in the large vessels, but increase
the cardiac muscle and the blood cavities. This sugg
that the four-spot configuration would be the most se
sitive for detecting actual conductivity changes occurri
in the region of the heart.

Our results would indicate that the conventional a
the spot electrode configurations had slightly differe
sensitivity properties and the signal obtained with any
the four systems remains a complicated mixture of ma
factors. If assumed that the time-varying signal is ori
nating, e.g., from the tissues listed in Fig. 3, calcula
changes in those contributions are large, but the resul
total changes also shown in Fig. 3 are small, especi
for four-spot and nine-spot configurations. Although t
signals measured with modified spot arrangements m
usually appear similar to the ones obtained with the fo
band configuration, slight differences in the measurem
sensitivity distribution may cause variations in detect
signals. The measuredDZ signal is a summation of al
signal sources and minor changes in the measurem
properties are not likely to be shown radically in theDZ
signal when measured from healthy persons. But wh
sensitivity distributions are different, the signal conte
must also be different. The variations in measured sig
may be augmented in abnormal cases if the source of
signal causing the abnormal reading is measured w
different sensitivity. Thus, the problems associated w
band configuration still exist with the spot electrode sy
tems. Obtained results also support reported meas
ment problems when using sternal electrodes for imp
ance cardiography.19 The sternal electrode system wa
not analyzed in this study, but it is most likely to resu
in a markedly varied sensitivity distribution as compar
to the four configurations studied here.

Since the peak of the time-varying impedance sig
reflects the speed and force of ventricular contraction
could undoubtedly be used as a factor in noninvas
measurements related to cardiac mechanical func
provided that an appropriate electrode configuration a
signal interpretation be chosen for the purpose. Volu
conductor analysis including the reciprocal energizat
of leads, and lead field analysis constitute power
methods in analyzing ICG measurements and they m
equally well be utilized in developing new, more loca
ized measurement configurations. The uniqueness of
methods used in this study was that the sensitivity of
whole measurement system was obtained throughout
thorax with a single simulation and no approximations
quantitative conductivity changes occurring in the thor
were needed. In understanding ICG, it is important
know how the sensitivity of measurement is distribute
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701Sensitivity Distribution Analysis of ICG
not only how muchZ0 changes due to a particular re
sistivity, volume, or location change in some speci
organ of the complex time-varying system.

CONCLUSION

The results of the theoretical modeling study yield
insight into the properties of the ICG methods, showi
measurement sensitivity to multiple sources such as s
etal muscle, lungs, and all blood masses. Slight diff
ences in sensitivities were noted with modification of t
electrode configuration. Based on calculated sensiti
distributions, the four-spot configuration is more sen
tive in the heart region and the eight and nine spots
large vessels of the neck. Thus, even though empiric
derived modified electrode configurations generally p
duce similar SV estimations in practice, our results s
gest that modified systems should only be used o
methods are developed specific for these electrode
figurations. It should also be noted that changing fro
band to spot electrodes does not overcome the met
ological problems associated with the ICG.
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